
ON THE ABSOLUTE SUMMABILITY OF THE CONJUGATE
SERIES OF A FOURIER SERIES

T. PATI

1.1. Let/(¿) be a periodic function with period 2w and integrable

(L) over ( — ir, it). Let

1
(1.1.1) —■ a0 + Y (an cos nt + bn sin nt)

2 n=i

be the Fourier series of f(t). Then the conjugate series, or the allied

series, of the Fourier series (1.1.1) is given by

00

(1.1.2) 22 (bn cos'nt — an sin nt).
n=l

Let

1 , > 2   r *P(u)
Ht) = - {/(* + t)-f(x-t)},     e(t) = -      I^-á«.

2 ir J t U

Suppose throughout />0. We write

1     f '
*«(0 = —-        (t - uy-^(u)du, a > 0,

r(a) J o

and

Similarly

and

r(«)./ o

*»(t) = lr-(<).

*«(*) = T(a + l)r«*o(0, a ^ 0.

1      /•'
©a(0 = - I     (t - u)a-lB(u)du, a > 0,

r(a) J o

©oW = 0(t),

0a(t) = T(a + l)t-°®a(t), a = 0.

1.2. The object of this paper is to study the nature of the conju-

gate series regarding its absolute summability.

In their paper On the absolute summability of the allied series of a
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Fourier series [2 ] Bosanquet and Hyslop established the following :

Theorem A. // a = 0, and $a(t) is of bounded variation in (0, w)

and 0\(t) is of bounded variation in (0, ir) for some positive X, then the

allied series is summable \C, a+h\ for every S>0.

By making use of an example they also proved that when a = 0,

this theorem is the best of its kind, that is to say, the theorem will

fail when 5 = 0. In §2.1 I prove that also when a = \, the theorem will

continue to remain the best of its kind.

1.3. It was shown by Whittaker [9] with the help of an example,

suggested by Littlewood, that a Fourier series may converge at a

point without being summable \A\ at that point, while Prasad [6]

constructed an example of a series which is summable [ A \ at a point

without being convergent at that point. This shows that the proper-

ties of convergence and summability | ̂ 41 of infinite series are inde-

pendent of each other. Fekete [4] proved that while summability

| C\ implies summability | A |, the converse is not necessarily true.

A natural question would be to examine the summability | C\ of

Fourier series and conjugate series, when the series are not only

summable | A \, but also convergent.

In §3.1 I show for Fourier series and conjugate series that sum-

mability | AI, even when coupled with convergence, does not neces-

sarily imply summability | C, 11 of these series.

My grateful thanks are due to Dr. B. N. Prasad for his kind help

and encouragement during the preparation of this paper.

2.1. In this section I establish the following:

Theorem 1. If \f/i(t) is of bounded variation in (0, r) and 0\(t) is of

bounded variation in (0, w) for some positive X, then the conjugate series,

although summable \ C, l+b\ for every 6>0, is not necessarily sum-

mable \C, 11.

2.2. I shall first prove that Theorem A of §1.2, for a = 1, is equiva-

lent to the following theorem of Bosanquet and Hyslop [2], for ß=0.

Theorem B. If ß^0, and if

(*) I    -dt < »,
J o        t

where r;>0, then the allied series is summable \C, ß+l+5\ at the point

t=x, for every 5>0.

I shall then take up an example for which the integral (*) for ß = Q

exists, but the corresponding conjugate series is not summable | C, 11.
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2.3. In order to prove that Theorem A for a = 1 is equivalent to

Theorem B for ß = 0, we require the following lemma.

Lemma. Ifa = 0, then the necessary and sufficient conditions that 0a(t)

should be of bounded variation in (0, r¡), where r¡>0, are that \pa+i(t)

and Oi(t) should be of bounded variation in (0, 77) for some positive X.

For the proof of the lemma, reference may be made to Lemma 7

of the paper of Bosanquet and Hyslop.

In virtue of the lemma, when a = 1, the hypotheses in Theorem A

are the necessary and sufficient conditions that 0a-i(t) should be of

bounded variation in (0, ir). Now, since 6a-i(t) is an integral for />0,

it is a function of bounded variation in every interval (77, it), 0 <rj <t.

Hence, the hypotheses in Theorem A are equivalent to the bounded

variation of 6a-i(t) in (0,17), that is, to the convergence of the integral

J 0

*-i(0l  .
—-at,

since, by a result due to Bosanquet   [l], for cc^l,  (l/2)iro¿_1(¿)

= —\pa^.i(t)/t, except possibly at a set of points of measure zero. The

equivalence referred to in §2.2 follows immediately by taking a = l.

2.4. Now let us consider the series

™    sin na
(2.4.1) -£--,

„=2   log n

which is the conjugate series of the Fourier series

™   cos na
(2.4.2)

„=2   log n

it being known (Titchmarsh [8, §13.51]) that (2.4.1) is not itself a

Fourier series.

The series (2.4.1) is convergent for all values of a. For a=ir/2,

however, it is not absolutely convergent. Using the result (Kogbet-

liantz [5]) that if 22i°° an is summable \C, l|, then 22" |a»|/» is
convergent, we see that (2.4.1) is not even summable [ C, 11 at a=ir/2.

Now, if f(a) be the sum-function of (2.4.2) for 0<a<27r, that is,

the generating function of (2.4.2), then (Young [l0])

1
f(a) =-cos a — (ir — a) sin a

■k   ("° cosh y(ir — a)

2 Jo     sinh vy{r2/4: + (log y)2}
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Therefore, for O^f <tt/2,

««-tKt+'Mt-')}
1 it   rM sinh yt

= — sin t + t cos /-I     -dy.
2 4 Jn yr (ir2 \

(log y)2>
yv (ir2

2  (4

Hence,
,       .        1 t   /•" sinh yt
*(/)    á—8ini + icos/ + — I      -—---dy.

2 4 J o y-K Lit \
cosh— <— + (logyW

Let 0<t/<t/2. Then

^(i) I 1   r * sin / /• »
d/ +  I    cos tdt

C '    nO 1   /* ' sin / C '

*/ o t 2 J o      t Jo

it   ("> dt f°° sinh yt
+ — I    —-—— dy.

i J o   t J o yr (it2 )
cosh— <— + (log y)2V

Now,

/•" dt r
0      t   J 0

* dt ("° sinh yt

cosh ^--{—   h (log y)2>
y-K (it2

dy

/"° dy Ç " sinh y/

o yir Ir2 \   J 0       t
cosh — j— + (log ;y)2j-

if we change the order of integration by Fubini's theorem. Since

(sinh yt)/t^y cosh yt, we have /¿¡((sinh yt)/t)dt^sinh yv. This could

also be inferred from term-by-term integration. Therefore,

/'w                  sinh yn

-tt21-rdy
o               y-K (r¿ |

cosh —\-r + (log jYt

= — <simj + 2i7Cosij-(-/i— - t)J - f(— + rl)\ '
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dt < ».

which is finite for every 77, such that Q<r¡<ir/2. Also, since

"> sin /

we finally have, for 0<77<7r/2,

t

f■j 0

j 0

■dt < 00.

Thus, in the case of the conjugate series (2.4.1), at a=ir/2,

" I MO I

/.
dt < »,

and still the series is not summable \C, 11.

Combining the statements of §§2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, we obtain the

theorem of §2.1.

3.1. For the case of the Fourier series, it can be demonstrated, as

explained below, that summability | A |, coupled with convergence,

does not necessarily imply summability \C, 11.

Bosanquet and Kestelman [3] established that summability | C, l|

of a Fourier series is not a local property. Thus, the bounded varia-

tion of f(t) in the immediate neighbourhood of the point considered,

t = x, is not sufficient to ensure the summability | C, l| of the cor-

responding Fourier series. On the other hand, we know from Jordan's

criterion for the convergence of a Fourier series and from a theorem

of Prasad [7] for the summability | A \ of Fourier series that bounded

variation oí f(t) in the immediate neighbourhood of the point t=x is

sufficient to ensure the convergence and summability \A\, respec-

tively, of the Fourier series oí f(t) at t = x. Thus, it is possible for a

Fourier series to be both summable | A | and convergent at a point

without being necessarily summable | C, 11 at that point.

For proving that even for conjugate series summability \A\, to-

gether with convergence, does not ensure summability | C, 11 of the

series, we shall make use of the example already mentioned in §2.4.

The series (2.4.1) is summable \A\ at a=ir/2, since by a theorem of

Prasad [7] the convergence of the integral

/;
*mdl.

where t?>0, is a sufficient condition for summability | A \. The series

(2.4.1) is also convergent for all values of a. Yet, as has already

been shown, it is not summable I C, ll at a=ir/2.
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3.2. Thus, with the help of the example of the series (2.4.1), we

obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 2. For the conjugate series of a Fourier series summability

\A\ at a point, even when coupled with everywhere-convergence, does not

necessarily imply summability \ C, 11 at that point.
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